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SIMON & SCHUSTER TO PUBLISH “OUTLAW PETE” BY BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN AND FRANK CARUSO

New York, N.Y., August 28, 2014— Simon & Schuster
announced today a major new book for the fall 2014
holiday season: Outlaw Pete by Bruce Springsteen
and Frank Caruso, based on the celebrated song about
a bank-robbing baby whose exploits become a
meditation on sin, fate, and free will.
Both the song (from Springsteen’s 2009 “Working on a
Dream” album) and the new book Outlaw Pete were
inspired by a children’s book, Brave Cowboy
Bill (Simon & Schuster, 1950), which Bruce
Springsteen’s mother used to read to him as a
child. “Outlaw Pete is essentially the story of a man
trying to outlive and outrun his sins,” Springsteen
writes.
Frank Caruso, a cartoonist and writer, conceived of making the song into a book and created the
illustrations to accompany Springsteen’s lyrics. "When Bruce wrote ‘Outlaw Pete’ he didn't just write a
great song, he created a great character,” Caruso said. “The first time I heard the song this book played
out in my head. Like Tom Sawyer, Huck Finn, Dorothy Gale and for me, even Popeye, Outlaw Pete cuts
deep into the folklore of our country and weaves its way into the fabric of great American literary
characters. "
“This book will be treasured by anyone who appreciates Bruce Springsteen’s unique gifts as a
storyteller,” said Jonathan Karp, President and Publisher of Simon & Schuster. “Frank Caruso’s
illustrations vibrantly capture the spirit of Springsteen’s work.”
Picture books for adults have undergone a renaissance of late, from the success of similarly irreverent
hits such as Ann Droyd’s Goodnight iPad and Adam Mansbach’s Go the F--k To Sleep to the resurgent
interest in illustrators such as Richard Scarry, Maurice Sendak, and Edward Gorey. Simon & Schuster,
which acquired World rights to the work, will publish Outlaw Pete on November 4, 2014.

Simon & Schuster, a part of CBS Corporation, is a global leader in the field of general interest publishing,
dedicated to providing the best in fiction and nonfiction for consumers of all ages, across all printed,
electronic, and audio formats. Its divisions include Simon & Schuster Adult Publishing, Simon & Schuster

Children's Publishing, Simon & Schuster Audio, Simon & Schuster Digital, and international companies in
Australia, Canada, India, and the United Kingdom. For more information, visit our website at
www.simonandschuster.com.

